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Discovery Offerings

Does your shared data comply with 

organizational policies?

Are the right people notified in real-time when 

sensitive data is shared?

Secure collaboration is vital for the success and 

growth of the business. Understanding the flow 

of data in real time, classifying that data, and 

prioritizing helps IT and the business react 

quickly.

Sensitive files were exfiltrated by a 

General Electric employee in 2020.

FBI

Contact: edo@synergyadvisors.biz

Data in transit

Over the past two years, the number of accidental data loss and deliberate data exfiltration 
incidents by negligent or disgruntled employees and contractors increased by 47%.

We can help you validate your existing data usage and controls while educating users 

about how to protect your business information

https://synergyadvisors.biz/edo/

Seasoned data protection 

experts
Efficient and tested tools Fast, cost-effective findings 

and recommendations

Consultancy
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Technology Best of two worlds

Educated users

Empower users to 
better protect your 
information.

Involved managers

Involve business owners 
in the resolution of high-
priority incidents.

Modern alerts and 
notifications about a 
potential data breach. 

Agile alerts and flows 

https://synergyadvisors.biz/e-suite-discovery-offerings/?Compliance&transit
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The process

Review and install Real-time workflow-based 

actions

Findings and action plan

An expert will analyze your 
policies, infrastructure, and 
business rules before 
installing E-Vigilant.

E-Vigilant in conjunction with 
Microsoft DLP will Validate your 
existing data in motion activity and 
controls while educating users about 
how to protect your business  
information.

We review the analyzed 
results, along with a 
prescriptive action plan with 
you in two efficient, one-hour 
meetings, giving you high ROI 
at low cost.

Important: all EDO offerings run in your Azure tenant subscription, so the collected data is all yours!

Prerequisites

Quick and Easy

Fast and thrifty. No premium subscriptions required.

Microsoft Azure 

(Free option: Azure Pass)

MIP 

(Trial available)

Up to 2 notification workflows

Total Time: 2 weeks. 

Required client time: ~10-12hs 

across Four meetings

Results

Contact: edo@synergyadvisors.biz https://synergyadvisors.biz/edo/

Action Plan Roadmap E-Vigilant DLP management

Co-creation of an expert plan for your specific 

scenarios, potential impact analysis, and 

mitigation steps.

Complete management of DLP events, 

notifications, and actions performed by users, 

managers, Cyber/ incident management and 

others.

Power Automate 

(Trial available)

Data in transit

https://synergyadvisors.biz/e-suite-discovery-offerings/?Compliance&transit

